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Abstract—Real-time brain–machine interfaces have estimated
either the target of a movement, or its kinematics. However,
both are encoded in the brain. Moreover, movements are often
goal-directed and made to reach a target. Hence, modeling the
goal-directed nature of movements and incorporating the target
information in the kinematic decoder can increase its accuracy.
Using an optimal feedback control design, we develop a recursive
Bayesian kinematic decoder that models goal-directed movements
and combines the target information with the neural spiking
activity during movement. To do so, we build a prior goal-directed
state-space model for the movement using an optimal feedback
control model of the sensorimotor system that aims to emulate the
processes underlying actual motor control and takes into account
the sensory feedback. Most goal-directed models, however, depend
on the movement duration, not known a priori to the decoder.
This has prevented their real-time implementation. To resolve this
duration uncertainty, the decoder discretizes the duration and
consists of a bank of parallel point process filters, each combining
the prior model of a discretized duration with the neural activity.
The kinematics are computed by optimally combining these filter
estimates. Using the feedback-controlled model and even a coarse
discretization, the decoder significantly reduces the root mean
square error in estimation of reaching movements performed by
a monkey.
Index Terms—Brain–machine interfaces (BMIs), motor control,
neural decoding, optimal feedback control, point processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

NFORMATION about various states of an intended movement is encoded in the neural activity from the motor cortical areas. Peri-movement activity, i.e., the activity around the
time of movement, in the primary motor cortex, posterior parietal cortex (PPC), and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) is related
to the movement kinematics such as direction, velocity, position, and acceleration (see e.g., [1]–[5]). Also neural activity
from the PPC and the premotor cortex is related to the intended
target of the movement prior to movement initiation (see e.g.,
[6]–[8]). Brain–machine interfaces (BMIs) work by recording
these neural activities such as the ensemble spiking activity,
mapping these activities to the intended behavior also known
as decoding, and using the decoded signal to control a device
such as a robotic arm or computer cursor [5], [9]–[26].
Many typical tasks—such as reaching for a book—involve
performing goal-directed movements. Most work on real-time
BMIs have focused on individually decoding either the movement’s kinematics to reconstruct its trajectory [5], [10]–[22], or
the movement’s intended reach goal or target [23], [24]. However, designing the kinematic decoder to take into account the
goal-directed nature of such movements could improve their
estimation accuracy. Additionally, when both target and kinematic related neural activities are recorded, combining them in
the decoding algorithm could result in more accurate estimation
of goal-directed movements. In particular, it has been shown
that information about the intended target location can be decoded reliably from neural activity prior to movement [23], [24].
Hence, the main question is how to design a kinematic decoder
that can model the goal-directed nature of movements and moreover combine the target information with the peri-movement activity to improve the accuracy of trajectory estimation. One way
to do so is to construct a prior goal-directed state-space model
for the kinematics that can incorporate the target information.
This prior model can in turn be used in a recursive Bayesian decoder to estimate the kinematics [18], [27]–[29].
Prior work have built this goal-directed model for reaching
movements by conditioning a linear Gaussian state-space
model, also known as a random-walk model, on being at the
target at a known arrival time [28], [29] or using a linear
feedforward controlled (i.e., not taking into account the sensory
feedback) model again assuming a known arrival time [30].
Alternatively, goal-directed prior models have been built by
using a training data set, for example fitting a linear Gaussian
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state-space model for a given target to empirical reaches to
its location [27] or fitting a single model for arbitrary targets
based on a data set of reaches to their locations [18]. Since the
goal of the decoder is to estimate natural movement, a prior
model that aims to closely emulate the sensorimotor processing
underlying actual motor control could result in more accurate
estimation of intended movement. Hence, we propose a prior
model for goal-directed movements based on the optimal feedback control theory of the sensorimotor system [31], [32], used
to interpret its function. This results in a feedback-controlled
prior state-space model for the kinematics that not only exploits the information about the target location but also models
the real-time sensory feedback. Also, unlike the models in
[18], [27], this model does not rely on a training data set and
can hence easily extend to different target locations without
requiring a set of empirical reaches to them. Finally, by using
the optimal feedback control formulation, it can generalize to
tasks other than reaching movements, if desired, by simply
quantifying the goals of such tasks as the cost function in this
formulation. We derive this optimal feedback-controlled prior
model as the first component to develop a recursive Bayesian
decoder for goal-directed movements.
Regardless of the approach taken to incorporate the target information into the prior state-space model, most goal-directed
state-space models are inherently dependent on the arrival time
at the target or equivalently on the movement duration. For example there is much more constraint on the movement kinematics close to the arrival time compared to far from it, as in
the former case the trajectory soon needs to reach the intended
target. Also the assumption of known movement duration used
in [28] and [30] prevents their implementation in real time since
the duration is not known a priori to a real-time decoder observing only the neural signal. Hence, to be implementable in a
BMI, in addition to using a goal-directed state-space model, a
practical decoder needs to address this uncertainty in movement
duration.
We introduced a framework to resolve this duration uncertainty in [33] by discretizing the movement duration and then
optimally combining the kinematic estimates corresponding to
the discretized durations based on the neural data. A similar approach using a discretized set of durations was subsequently
used in [34] to resolve the duration uncertainty of the goal-directed prior model developed in [28] for estimation of simulated
reaching trajectories. In this paper, as the second component of
our decoder, we develop our framework to resolve the duration
uncertainty for any goal-directed state-space model (including
our feedback-controlled one) in more detail. Additionally, we
examine the loss in estimation accuracy due to the unknown
duration and the effect of the number of discretization points
on this loss. Moreover, we discuss two possible approaches to
treating a state-space model of a discretized duration after its
arrival time is reached and their effect on decoder accuracy.
To provide a more realistic validation, instead of testing the algorithm on simulated movement trajectories as done in, e.g.,
[28], [34], we test it on real reaching movements performed by
a rhesus monkey.
Combining these two components, our decoder can be used in
a real-time BMI to improve the estimation accuracy of goal-di-

rected movements. Our focus in this paper is on the detailed
derivation of the decoder and the characterization of its performance for estimation of goal-directed movements performed by
a monkey from simulated spiking activity. The simulated neural
data is obtained based on the monkey’s trajectories using a rigorously validated model of neural activity in the primary motor
cortex [2], [35] that relates it to the intended movement parameters. Using thousands of simulated trials, this analysis allows
us to characterize the decoder performance under various conditions and give guidelines for its implementation and parameter selection. An implementation of this decoder for combining
target and kinematic related activities in a real-time BMI that
uses an optimal feedback control design is presented in our other
work [9], [36], [37].
II. METHODS
We denote the sequence of kinematic states by
and the spiking activity of the ensemble of
neurons by
where
is the binary spike
events of the neurons at time . We model the spiking activity
of each neuron as a point process. Assuming that the neural
spiking observations from the
neurons are conditionally
independent given the state, the point process observation
model is given by [35], [38]
(1)
,
model the history
where
dependence of the spiking activity, is the time increment, and
is the modeled instantaneous firing rate or equivalently the conditional intensity function of the
neuron at
time . Note that we have explicitly indicated the encoding of
the kinematic states, , in the conditional intensity function (the
form of which depends on the kinematics tuning model and will
be discussed further in Section III). If the observation model further assumes that the spiking activity is not history dependent,
i.e., that the observation at each time step is conditionally independent of the observations in the previous time steps given the
kinematic state, then the observation model simplifies to

The goal of the decoder is to causally calculate the state posterior density,
, from the neural observations. We first
develop the feedback-controlled prior state-space model. We
then derive the decoder that combines this prior with the point
process observation model and also resolves the duration uncertainty inherent to goal-directed state-space models.
A. Optimal Feedback-Controlled Prior State-Space Model
We develop an optimal feedback-controlled prior state-space
model for the kinematics of goal-directed movements, which incorporates the target information and models the real-time sensory feedback. This model is inspired by the optimal feedback
control theory of the sensorimotor system that is used to interpret its function [31], [32]. In this framework, each task is performed to accomplish a goal during which there is sensory feedback about the state of the system. Based on the desired goal,
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is in turn found recursively and backwards in time

(6)
with the initial condition
Fig. 1. Optimal feedback control framework. An optimal feedback control
framework is used to build a state-space model for goal-directed movements.
In this framework each task is performed to accomplish a goal during which
there is real-time sensory feedback, , about the state of the system, . Based
on the intended goal and the sensory feedback about the state of the system, the
brain (controller) decides on a plan of action or control signal, , and controls
the system.

(7)
This is the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) solution. Substituting (4) in (2) reduces this state-space model to the optimal
feedback-controlled state-space model
(8)

the sensory feedback (for example vision and proprioception)
about the current state of the system, and the intended time to
accomplish the goal, the subject (controller) decides on the next
control signal (for example muscle activation) to generate the
movement. As a result, the subject can make real-time adjustments in the control signal based on the feedback to improve behavior. This framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. Once we specify
an approximate kinematic model, quantify the task goals as cost
functions, and model the sensory feedback, this framework can
be used to predict the subject’s next control signal. Therefore,
we use this framework to develop the optimal feedback-controlled prior model to predict the next control signal in the decoder and consequently the next kinematic state.
We assume the sequence of kinematic states,
, are
generated according to the linear dynamical system
(2)
is the control signal at time , which is decided by
Here,
the controller (the subject),
is the zero-mean white Gaussian
state noise with covariance matrix , and and are parameters of the kinematic model. We assume that the subject has
perfect sensory feedback of the kinematic states (for example,
proprioceptive or visual) and therefore the sensory feedback,
, is noiseless, i.e.,
. To find
in the control framework, we need to specify a cost function whose expected value
will then be minimized by selecting the optimal . The cost
function in a given task should quantify its goal. For the above
linear Gaussian state-space model, if we pick the cost function
as a quadratic function of the state and control signals given by
(3)
is positive semidefinite,
where is the movement duration,
and is positive definite, then the optimal control signal at any
time, , is simply a linear feedback of the state at that time
given by [31], [39]
(4)
where

can be found recursively and offline using [39]
(5)

which can now be used to predict the next kinematic state in the
decoder.
Note that
,
, and
should be appropriately designed
for an application of interest. These matrices enforce the goal
or performance criteria for a given task. For example, for a
reaching task, the goal is to reach a certain target position at an
arrival time and then stop there. So the performance criteria
are for the position to be close to the target position at the end of
movement and for the velocity and higher-order derivatives of
position to be zero then. Therefore,
that is multiplied by the
kinematic state at arrival time, , should enforce such criteria.
Similarly
can enforce performance criteria before the end of
movement. Moreover, the cost function should have an effort
(control) penalty term since one usually attempts to perform a
task as accurately as possible while being energy efficient. That
is what the term
is enforcing. We show examples of these
matrices for reaching movements below. It is important to also
note that
is time-varying and a function of the duration,
, and hence the state-space model is dependent on this duration and time-varying.
1) Optimal Feedback-Controlled Prior Model for a Reaching
Movement: One of the most common goal-directed movements is a reaching movement. We can now specialize the
feedback-controlled prior model to the case of reaching movements, which are used in many real-time BMI experiments.
For a reaching movement, the goal is to reach a target position
at a desired arrival time and stop there, while being energy
efficient. Hence, the cost function in this case should enforce
positional accuracy at the arrival time, stopping condition, and
energetic efficiency [40], [41]. Therefore, denoting the desired
final target position in the two dimensions by
,
and the position, velocity, and force in the two dimensions by
,
, and
,
respectively, similar to previous studies [40], [41] we take this
cost function to be the weighted sum

(9)
where the weights are chosen to penalize the terms in the cost
function approximately equally on average. Taking the state to
be
and adapting a
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first-order lowpass muscle-like filter in [41], we write the dynamical system in (2) in each dimension as

BMI. Also, the prior model can be generalized to any target location by just changing
accordingly in (11).
B. Estimation of Goal-Directed Kinematic States From Neural
Observations

is the time increment, and parameters
,
, and
come from biomechanics [41].
Having specified the kinematic model in (10) and the
cost function in (9) for the reaching movements, the feedback matrices
can be computed from the recursive solution of LQG in (5). To find the feedback matrices, first we write (9) and (10) in the form of (3) and
(2) by augmenting the state to include the target position in the two dimensions [40], [41],
, i.e.,
.
Hence, the augmented state-space model in each dimension
takes the form

Having developed the prior model, we now derive the decoder. To do so, we combine the prior model with the ensemble
spiking activity during movement and resolve the duration
uncertainty inherent to the prior model using mixture modeling. Mixture modeling is a common framework in statistical
inference that is used to estimate a desired density in different
applications. For example, mixture modeling combined with
sequential state estimation in dynamical systems, when the
system could be operating in changing environments (leading
to different regimes of operation), has been used in [42]. See
also the mixture Kalman filtering work in [43] and references
therein. For decoding the kinematics from neural activity,
mixture modeling was used in [27] and successfully applied
to combine empirically fitted and time-invariant state models
for reaching movements to different targets. Here, we use mixture modeling to combine optimal feedback-controlled prior
models of different durations and hence resolve the duration
uncertainty inherent to this prior model (and other goal-directed
models in general).
To decode the kinematics, we need to find the posterior density
. Conditioning on the arrival time, we can expand
this density as

(11)

(13)

(10)
where

for
. The state-space model in (2) in this case is therefore
given by

(12)
where

,
, and
and
are given in (11) (following the form of the model
in [41]). Here,
. Now comparing (9)
with (3) and denoting the two dimensional identity matrix with
, we find
, and
for
. To find
note
that
with
and similarly for , and that
with
and similarly for
,
, and
.
Therefore we find
. Now using (5)–(7) with these choices
and with
and
from the augmented state-space model in
(12) we obtain the feedback matrices,
. Consequently, the
optimal feedback-controlled state-space model for the reaching
movement is found from (8). Note that the dynamic matrix
in this model,
, is multiplied by the augmented
state that includes the target position. Therefore, the feedback-controlled state-space model evolves the kinematic states
according to the target position.
It is important to note that the feedback matrices can be precomputed offline and then stored for later real-time use in a

where
is the causal likelihood function for the arrival
time based on the neural observations. However, in its continuous form, this likelihood is difficult to find and in general is not
Gaussian. Hence, to make the computations tractable, we discretize the arrival time and instead, using the law of total probability, expand the posterior density as
(14)
where is discretized to possibilities and consequently a prior
model is placed on it given by
. This prior
model (including its support) can be selected based on empirical durations observed in a given task. We will later examine
how the discretization refinement, or equivalently the number
of discretization points used for a given support, affects the performance of the decoder. We show in the Results section that
even a coarse discretization is sufficient to achieve an asymptote performance.
We now need to calculate two quantities: the posterior density
for a given known arrival time, , and the
corresponding weights
.
To find the posterior for a given arrival time we write it as
(15)
The first term in the numerator comes from the observation
model in (1) and the second term is the one-step prediction
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density. Note that we used the relation
since the neural spiking activity is assumed to
be only a function of the kinematic state and history of spiking
activity and hence conditionally independent of the duration.
We denote the normalization constant by
(16)
since we exploit it later to find the corresponding weights. To
get the posterior density recursions, we use the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation to write the prediction density as
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These recursions give the feedback-controlled point process
filter (FC-PPF).
Note that a random-walk state model is also in the form of (8)
but with
and equivalently the dynamics matrix given by
. Hence, the recursions in (18)–(21) with this choice recover
the random-walk point process filter (RW-PPF).
So far we have found an approximation to the posterior
assuming a known arrival time. To relax this assumption, we
should find the corresponding weights for each arrival time,
, and use (14) to find the posterior density. We have
(22)

(17)
conditional independence
, which comes from
the state-space model in (8). Now the second term inside the
integral is just the posterior density from the previous time
step. Hence, substituting (17) into (15) generates the recursion.
The exact expression in (15) is in general complicated. Hence,
we make a Gaussian approximation to the posterior density
similar to [38]. Making this approximation and since the
state-space model in (8) is also Gaussian, the prediction
density in (17) will be Gaussian. Let us denote the minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) estimator, given by the posterior
mean
, by
and its covariance matrix by
. Similarly, we denote the one step prediction mean
by
and its covariance matrix
by
. The Gaussian approximation to the posterior
in (15) is made by expanding its logarithm in a Taylor series
expansion around the prediction mean
and keeping
terms of second order or smaller. The recursions for the
MMSE estimator with this Gaussian approximation have been
derived in [38]. The difference here is in the prediction step as
it uses the feedback-controlled state-space model in (8). The
recursions of this point process filter in our case become
Here,

we

have

used

the

is independent of and treated as a constant and
is the likelihood of the observed neural data under a
state-space model with the arrival time of . Hence, the latter
is the normalization constant for the posterior
and its exact computation requires an integration, which is computationally prohibitive. However, using the Gaussian approximation to the posterior, we can find this without integration as
follows. Using the chain rule we find

where

(23)
where
is defined in (16) and is the
step normalization constant in the recursive filter. Now exploiting the Gaussian
approximation of the posterior and hence the prediction densities in (15), they are completely characterized by their means
and covariances given in (18)–(21) for any . We can hence
explicitly evaluate (15) at
to get

(18)
(19)
(24)

(20)

(21)
where

denotes the evaluation of the expression at
and
is used instead of
for notational
convenience. When the point process model for the spiking activity is assumed to have no history dependence, the recursions
are obtained by simply replacing
with
.

where all the quantities are known. Combining
for
(14)–(24) gives the posterior. The MMSE estimate in the case
of unknown arrival time is then given by

We call the resulting filter the feedback-controlled parallel
point process filter (FC-P-PPF) shown in Fig. 2; it consists
of
parallel branches of feedback-controlled point process
filters, each calculating not only the MMSE estimate of
assuming a duration of , but also the corresponding likelihood
.
One question that arises at this point is how to estimate the
state once
for some branch . One way to do so is to
perform the summation over all for which
. This means
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Fig. 2. Feedback-controlled parallel point process filter (FC-P-PPF).
FC-P-PPF consists of parallel branches of point process filters, each calcuassuming a duration of
, but also
lating not only the MMSE estimate of
.
the corresponding likelihood

that after a given arrival time, , the corresponding branch of
the decoder exits the computations and is no longer used for
state estimation. This approach is justified since the prior for
a given branch is only defined up to its corresponding arrival
time. Using this implementation and as time passes by, fewer
branches are active and hence the computational load is lower.
Another way to address this issue is to keep a branch in the decoder even after its arrival time is reached by changing its prior
to one that corresponds to a still condition. This still condition
will have its position fixed at the final position reached to at the
arrival time and hence a zero velocity (and other higher order
derivatives of the position) after the arrival time. This means
that all the branches will be active at all time until the decoder
is terminated at the largest arrival time of the branches. We will
examine the effect of the two alternative implementations in detail in Section III.
Finally, the parallel point process filter can be used to remove the duration uncertainty from any other goal-directed
state-space model and not just the feedback-controlled one we
have proposed here. This can be done simply by changing the
prediction step in (18) and (19) using the desired state-space
model. This is expanded on in the Appendix. Also, our approach to resolving the duration uncertainty can be applied in
cases where the observations are taken to be the neural firing
rates instead of the spiking activity and a Gaussian likelihood
model is assumed on these firing rates as in [25]. In this case
the Gaussian approximation to the posterior in our FC-P-PPF
becomes exact and the update recursions in the filter become
those of the well-known Kalman filter. The calculation of the
arrival time likelihoods, however, remain the same.
III. RESULTS
We show the application of FC-P-PPF to decoding of
reaching movements performed by a rhesus monkey from
ensemble spiking activity simulated based on a rigorously validated model of neural activity in the primary motor cortex [2],
[35]. Our data consists of 55 reaching trajectories performed
by a rhesus monkey,1 based on which neural spiking activity
is simulated. Using a joystick, the monkey moved a cursor
1This study was performed in strict accordance with the recommendations in
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes
of Health, and under regulation of the Subcommittee on Research Animal Care
at Harvard Medical School.

from the center to one of four possible radial locations at the
top, bottom, left, or right sides of a square computer screen 14
cm long in each dimension. The 55 trajectories had different
durations in the range of 140–400 ms. Hence, the window of
uncertainty for the arrival time is 140–400 ms. The state noise
covariance,
, in the state-space model in (10) was fitted
to reaching trajectories using maximum-likelihood parameter
estimation.
To dissociate the effect of using the feedback-controlled prior
model from that of using the parallel filters to resolve the duration uncertainty, we first consider the scenario where the decoder knows the exact duration for each trajectory and then remove this assumption and consider the general case with unknown duration. Also in each case, we compare the decoder
with RW-PPF, which does not model the goal-directed nature of
movement and does not incorporate the target information. We
show that the decoder improves the RW-PPF performance considerably, where performance is measured as the average root
mean square (rms) error in the estimated trajectories.
In terms of the decoder implementation, we examine the effect of two factors on its performance. First, we examine the
effect of the discretization refinement, i.e., the number of discretization points or parallel branches used in the decoder, and
show that a relatively coarse discretization is sufficient for the
decoder to achieve an asymptote average rms error. This guides
the selection of the number of parallel branches in the decoder.
Second we investigate the effect of the two possible implementations for treating a branch after its arrival time. In the first
implementation the branches exit the decoder after their arrival
time and in the second implementation they stay in the decoder
in their still condition after their arrival time. We show that the
average rms errors using the two implementations are comparable.
A. Estimation of Reaching Movements of Known Duration
From Neural Signals
To assess the advantage of using the feedback-controlled
prior model, we first implement the FC-P-PPF for estimation
of reaching movements that start at a known reference position
at rest, acquire a target position at a known time, and come to a
stop at that time. Note that when duration is known, FC-P-PPF
uses a single branch corresponding to the true duration for each
trajectory.
To get the corresponding ensemble spiking activity for each
real reaching trajectory, we used the model of neural activity in
the motor cortex, also known as the cosine tuning model of the
conditional intensity function, which has been extensively validated on primate motor cortical data [2], [35]. In this model, the
firing rate of each neuron is related to the movement speed and
direction. Using this model and for each trajectory, we simulated
the spiking activity of an ensemble of
neurons, which is
a typical ensemble size in real-time BMIs. The spiking activity
for each neuron in the ensemble was independently simulated
as a point process whose instantaneous firing rate or conditional
intensity function during a 2-D movement was given by [35]

(25)
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prior model in the decoder. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows a sample
reaching trajectory performed by the monkey with a duration of
and 10 sample decoded trajectories from RW-PPF
and FC-P-PPF when
is known exactly to the decoder.
Fig. 3(c) and (d) shows the estimated velocity in the x and y
direction for a sample neural realization (trial) using RW-PPF
and FC-P-PPF. We can also visually observe that using the
feedback-controlled prior model improves the estimation accuracy. Note that the average rms error of FC-P-PPF assuming
knowledge of movement duration provides a lower bound on
its error in the general realistic case where this duration is not
known, as considered in the next section.
B. Estimation of Reaching Movements of Unknown Duration
From Neural Signals

Fig. 3. Comparison of FC-P-PPF and RW-PPF when movement duration
is known. (a) and (b) Sample trajectory during a reaching movement by the
monkey (solid black) and 10 sample decoded trajectories using RW-PPF in (a)
and FC-P-PPF in (b) (dashed blue in color and dashed grey in print version).
(c) and (d) True velocity (solid black) in the two dimensions and the decoded
velocities using RW-PPF (dashed) and FC-P-PPF (solid blue in color and solid
grey in print version) for a sample neural realization.

where is the preferred angle of the th neuron, is the movement angle at ,
and
are the velocities in the and
directions,
and
are parameters of the model, and consequently,
and
. Here, the
preferred direction for each neuron is sampled randomly from
,
is chosen to have a background firing rate of
5 Hz for each neuron and
is chosen to have a
maximum possible firing rate of 25 Hz on average (over the trajectories) for each neuron. We simulated 100 realizations (trials)
of the point process neural signal for each trajectory using the
time-rescaling theorem described in [44].
1) Performance Measure: We define the performance measure of the decoder as its average rms error over the trajectories.
To find this, we first find the rms error for each time step along a
trajectory by averaging the square estimation error at that time
step over the 100 simulated neural realizations. To quantify an
average rms error for the entire trajectory, we then average the
rms error over its duration. Finally, we find the mean of the average rms errors over all 55 trajectories as the measure of performance for a decoder.
2) Comparison to a Random-Walk Model: Assuming a
known movement duration, we compare the average rms error
of FC-P-PPF to that of RW-PPF. This comparison illustrates
the advantage of using a feedback-controlled goal-directed
prior model that incorporates the target information over a
random-walk model. The average rms errors of RW-PPF and
FC-P-PPF, which are calculated for each trajectory until the
end of movement, are 1.40 cm and 0.87 cm, respectively.
Hence, the RW-PPF average rms is 61% higher than that of
FC-P-PPF. This shows the benefit of using a more accurate

We now remove the assumption of known movement duration from the problem and use FC-P-PPF to decode the same
reaching movements. We examine the effects of the discretization refinement and two possible implementations on FC-P-PPF
performance and also compare it to RW-PPF. Since the movement duration is unknown, we run both decoders until the end
of the uncertainty window, i.e., until 400 ms.
1) Performance Loss Due to Unknown Duration: We first
examine the loss incurred due to lack of a priori knowledge
of the movement duration by FC-P-PPF and the effect of the
number of discretization points on this loss. This will guide the
selection of the number of branches needed in the decoder. To
do so, we compare the average rms error of FC-P-PPF with various number of discretization points to its error assuming exact
a priori knowledge of duration as considered in the previous
section. The latter provides a lower bound on the former and is
hence used as a baseline.
We discretize the uncertainty interval starting at 150 ms, i.e.,
the interval
, in steps of 250 ms, 125 ms, 83 ms,
50 ms, or 25 ms, corresponding to 2, 3, 4, 6, or 11 discretization points, respectively, and find the FC-P-PPF average rms
error in each case. We also find the average rms error using
a single branch at 400 ms, which corresponds to a single discretization point at the largest possible duration. In each case,
we assume a uniform prior distribution on the discretization
points. To make the comparison to the baseline case with known
duration, we compute the average rms error of FC-P-PPF with
different number of discretization points for each trajectory up
to the end of movement as opposed to the end of the uncertainty
window. In each case, we also examine the two possible implementations for treating a branch after its arrival time.
Fig. 4 shows the FC-P-PPF average rms error as a function
of the number of discretization points for both implementations
and also the baseline average rms error assuming movement duration is known. In the first implementation, the average rms
error has a steep drop to an asymptote value by increasing the
number of discretization points. Taking the average rms error
achieved using 11 discretization points as the asymptote value,
using only four discretization points results in the difference between the average rms error and the asymptote value to be only
1% of the latter. This shows that a relatively coarse discretization is sufficient to get to this asymptote. Also, increasing the
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Fig. 4. The effect of the number of duration discretization points on FC-P-PPF
average rms error. The solid curve shows the average rms error of the first implementation of FC-P-PPF during movement, the dashed curve shows that of the
second implementation, and the dotted line shows the lower bound on average
rms error of FC-P-PPF, which corresponds to a known movement duration.

number of discretization points from 1 to 4 reduces the difference between the average rms error of FC-P-PPF and the baseline (i.e., with a priori knowledge of the duration) by over 48%.
Similar results hold for the second implementation. The
two implementations have very close average rms error during
movement. For example using four discretization points, the
difference between the average rms error of the two implementations is less than 1% of the smaller value.
2) Comparison to a Random-Walk Point Process Filter: We
now compare the performance of FC-P-PPF to RW-PPF that
does not exploit the target information. In our comparison, we
use four branches for FC-P-PPF as this choice is sufficient to
get within 1% of the asymptote average rms error.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows a sample trajectory with a duration
of
(the same as in Fig. 3) and 10 sample decoded trajectories using RW-PPF and FC-P-PPF when is unknown to the decoders and hence they decode the neural activity
until the end of the uncertainty window. We have shown the
FC-P-PPF results using the first implementation. As the figure
demonstrates, FC-P-PPF generates more accurate trajectory estimates compared to RW-PPF (as will be quantified in Table I).
Fig. 5(c)–(f) shows the decoded velocities in the x and y directions for a single realization of the neural signal and the time
evolution of the optimal combining weights in FC-P-PPF for the
given realization and also averaged over all 100 realizations for
the given trajectory. Here, the true arrival time is at
and the closest weight, i.e., the one corresponding to 316 ms,
soon dominates up to its arrival time. Also, FC-P-PPF brings
the estimated velocity close to zero at the end of movement as
opposed to RW-PPF.
To quantify these observations, Table I shows the average
rms error in the estimate of the 55 trajectories during movement
and during the entire decoding period. These are found by averaging the rms error for each trajectory until the end of its corresponding movement and until the end of the uncertainty window
at 400 ms, respectively. During movement, the average rms
error of RW-PPF is 47% larger than that of FC-P-PPF. Moreover, the two implementations of FC-P-PPF have very similar

Fig. 5. Comparison of FC-P-PPF and RW-PPF when movement duration is
unknown. (a) and (b) Sample trajectory during a reaching movement by the
monkey (solid black) and 10 sample decoded trajectories using RW-PPF in
(a) and the first implementation of FC-P-PPF in (b) (dashed blue in color and
dashed grey in print version). The decoders are run until the end of the uncertainty interval. (c) and (d) True velocity (solid black) in the two dimensions and
the decoded velocities using RW-PPF (dashed) and FC-P-PPF (dashed blue in
color and dashed grey in print version) for a sample realization of the neural
signal. (e) and (f) Evolution of the optimal combining weights for the branches
of FC-P-PPF for the sample realization of the neural signal in (e) and averaged
over all 100 realizations in (f).

TABLE I
AVERAGE rms ERROR (CM) IN DECODED TRAJECTORY OF THE 55 REAL
REACHING MOVEMENTS WITH UNKNOWN DURATION CALCULATED UNTIL THE
END OF MOVEMENT AND UNTIL THE END OF THE UNCERTAINTY WINDOW

average rms errors, as is also observed in Fig. 4. When also considering the error after the end of movement, RW-PPF average
rms error is 67% higher than FC-P-PPF. In this case, FC-P-PPF
does better than RW-PPF for two reasons: First, it puts a better
prior model on the reaching movements. Second, it detects the
end of movement and hence brings the velocity close to zero
after the movement ends. To do so, FC-P-PPF finds the likelihoods of the discretized arrival times and reflects them into
its estimate. This is done by combining the estimates of the
parallel filters, each designed for a different arrival time, with
time-varying optimal weights that are updated purely based on
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Fig. 6. Comparison of average rms error (cm) in decoded trajectory of the 55
real reaching movements for RW-PPF and FC-P-PPF with the two implementations. rms errors for known duration are shown on the left and for unknown
duration (calculated until the end of decoding or until the end of movement) are
shown on the right. See also Table I.

the neural observation. In contrast, RW-PPF cannot detect the
movement termination. Therefore, when considering its error
until the end of the uncertainty window, it does worse. Note
that the two implementations of FC-P-PPF again have a close
average rms error. All these rms comparisons have been shown
in the bar graph in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7(a)–(d) shows sample estimated trajectories, velocities,
and average combining weights for the second implementation
of FC-P-PPF. Keeping all the branches in the filter even after
their arrival time, by changing their prior model to a still model,
allows the second implementation to bring the velocity closer
to zero after the movement ends and results in a lower average
rms error after the end of movement compared to the first implementation (1.08 cm versus 1.16 cm, calculated from the end
of movements until the end of uncertainty window at 400 ms).
Therefore, in applications where the error after the end of movement and hence standing still at a position is important, for example when reaching a target and then holding it, this implementation could result in additional reduction of error. However, the first implementation is computationally more efficient
as it does not keep all the branches in its calculations until the
end of decoding. Hence, the first implementation is more appropriate in real-time applications in which the main purpose is
only to reach a target.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have developed a recursive Bayesian decoder for estimation of goal-directed movements from neural spiking activity.
Our decoder employs two main components. First, it uses
the sensorimotor optimal feedback control principles to build
an optimal feedback-controlled prior model for goal-directed
movements. This model not only incorporates the target information but also models the real-time sensory feedback. Second,
the decoder resolves the duration uncertainty inherent to this
model (and other goal-directed prior models) based on the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of FC-P-PPF implementations. (a) True trajectory (solid
black, same as in Fig. 5) and 10 sample decoded ones (dashed blue in color
and dashed grey in print version) using the second implementation of FC-P-PPF
with unknown duration [compare with Fig. 5(b)]. (b) Combining weights versus
time averaged over all 100 neural realizations for the second implementation of
FC-P-PPF [compare with Fig. 5(f)]. (c)–(d) True velocities in the two dimensions (solid black) and decoded velocities for a sample neural realization with
the first (solid blue in color and solid grey in print version) and second (dashed
cyan in color and dashed black in print version) implementations of FC-P-PPF.
True duration is 296 ms.

neural activity. The result is the feedback-controlled parallel
point process filter (FC-P-PPF) that can be used in a real-time
BMI for estimation of goal-directed movements.
A. Summary of Contributions
We used a theory of motor control, namely the optimal feedback control theory of the sensorimotor system to build the prior
model. This allows us to formulate the BMI or neural decoding
problem in a framework based on the theories of motor control. Our prior model incorporates the target information and
models the real-time sensory feedback. It can generalize to different target locations without requiring a training data set of
reaches to these locations. Even though we have illustrated one
example of the optimal feedback-controlled prior model in (8)
for the specific task of reaching a target, this model could be
specialized to other tasks by quantifying their goals as the cost
function in (3), thus providing a possible general framework for
construction of goal-directed prior models.
Despite the advantage of goal-directed prior models for estimation of movement, one key factor that has prevented their
implementation in real-time BMIs is their dependence on the
movement duration, which is not known a priori to a real-time
decoder. Previous work using duration-dependent goal-directed
models have therefore assumed that the decoder has knowledge
of this duration [28], [30], which is not the case in a real-time
BMI. We thus developed a parallel point process filter framework to resolve this duration uncertainty in any goal-directed
prior model. The framework works by discretizing the duration,
causally estimating the kinematics for each discretized duration
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based on the neural activity, and optimally combining these estimates according to the duration likelihoods, which are again
calculated from the neural activity. Due to the parallel nature of
our decoder, its overall run-time is on the order of the run-time
for a single branch, a property important for real-time implementation.
We additionally examined the effect of the duration discretization refinement on the average rms error and showed
that using only a coarse discretization is sufficient to achieve
an asymptote average rms error. This guides the selection of
the number of branches in the parallel filter and shows that
the added computational complexity involved to address the
duration uncertainty is not large.
We further examined the effect of two possible filter implementations for FC-P-PPF, which differed in treating the
branches of the filter after their arrival time. In the first implementation, any branch exits the computation after its arrival
time. In the second implementation, we keep all the branches
in the filter after their arrival time, but change their prior model
to a still model. The still model for a branch assumes that the
kinematic state has stopped at the location estimated at its
arrival time. We showed that the two implementations have
similar average rms errors. However, the second implementation brings the velocity closer to zero after the movement
ends (and therefore may have an advantage for applications
such as holding a target), whereas the first implementation is
computationally more efficient.
We also examined the advantages of using our decoder compared to RW-PPF that uses a random-walk prior model. We
showed that using a very coarse discretization (and hence few
branches in FC-P-PPF) the average rms error of our decoder
is significantly lower than that of RW-PPF. The reason for this
improved performance is that FC-P-PPF not only uses a better
prior model for goal-directed movements, but also attempts to
identify the end of movement and hence bring the velocity close
to zero at that point. This is in contrast to RW-PPF, which cannot
detect the end of movement.
B. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
We have evaluated the feedback-controlled parallel point
process filter in this work in decoding of real reaching movements performed by a rhesus monkey based on simulated
neural activity. Simulation-based validation methods provide
a practical way to develop and test new decoding algorithms
before investment in the invasive multielectrode recording
experiments with extensive resource and time requirements.
Hence, these simulation-based methods have been used for
algorithm development in previous work, e.g., [28], [29], [45],
[46]. There are different levels of simulation-based validation.
To have a more realistic validation method than that used in
previous work on goal-directed decoding, e.g., in [28], [29],
we test the decoder on real reaching movements performed by
a rhesus monkey. This is in contrast to these previous works
that in addition to using simulated neural data, also simulate
the movement trajectory based on the same state model they
develop and use in the decoder. We obtain the simulated
neural data corresponding to the monkey’s trajectories using
a rigorously validated model of neural activity in the primary

motor cortex [2], [35] that relates it to the intended movement
parameters. Using thousands of simulated trials, our validation
method allows us to characterize the decoder performance
under various conditions and give guidelines for its implementation and parameter selection. The next level of validation for
our decoder is to implement and test it in extensive goal-directed experiments with multielectrode recordings both offline
and in a real-time BMI, and is the focus of our other work that
develops a BMI using optimal feedback control theory [9],
[36], [37].
In this work we assume that the upper-bound on the movement duration is known. For the decoder to be universal, it
should also be applicable in scenarios in which such an upperbound is not known. One possible approach to address this is to
start the decoder using an initial guess of the upper-bound (e.g.,
based on previous task performances) and then refine this guess
as neural observations are made. The development of this universal decoder will be the topic of future investigation.
We used the optimal feedback control theory of the sensorimotor system to build the goal-directed prior model. This allows us to formulate the BMI or neural decoding problem in
a framework based on this theory of motor control, which has
been shown to explain the behavioral observations in experiments involving motor tasks [31], [32], [40], [41]. In a BMI, our
decoder takes into account the subject’s task goal as well as the
sensory feedback during BMI control to estimate the subject’s
intended kinematic state that is reflected in the neural activity.
Even though we have evaluated one example of the optimal
feedback-controlled decoder for the specific task of moving towards a target location, it is possible to extend the decoder to
estimate movements in other goal-directed tasks by quantifying
their goals as the cost function in (3). Recent work have discussed the importance of sensory feedback in the performance
of real-time BMIs. For example [47] develops a closed-loop
simulator as a way to incorporate the feedback effects in simulation-based validation methods for testing of decoding algorithms. In addition to modeling the task goals, the optimal feedback-controlled decoder here provides one approach to model
the real-time sensory feedback in BMIs.
Motivated by the observation that target location can be accurately decoded from motor cortical areas before movement
initiation [23], [24], in this work we assumed that target location is known and developed a decoder that combines it with
the peri-movement activity to estimate the intended kinematics.
Note, however, that we can easily extend this decoder for cases
where target location is not known prior to movement by using
an approach similar to the work in [27], which combines timeinvariant and empirically fitted trajectory models to different
targets. To do so, we can include branches in FC-P-PPF for all
possible target locations and their corresponding discretized durations. We can then calculate the overall kinematic estimate as
the weighted average of the branch estimates corresponding to
all possible target locations, as opposed to just the correct target
location. The calculation of the branch likelihoods, that in turn
determine their weights in calculating the overall kinematic estimate, remains exactly the same [see (22)–(24)]. In this case,
if target related activity before movement initiation is recorded,
we can incorporate it by initializing the weight of the branches
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corresponding to each target proportional to its likelihood calculated from this activity [27], as opposed to equiprobably.
Real-time BMIs have largely decoded individually either the
target of the movement or its corresponding trajectory without
modeling its goal-directed nature. Here, we developed a decoder
that aims to closely model a goal-directed movement and the
real-time sensory feedback using a theory of motor control, and
enables joint decoding of both target and trajectory from neural
activity. This can in turn result in more accurate estimation of
intended movement in a real-time BMI [9], [36], [37].
APPENDIX
RESOLVING THE DURATION UNCERTAINTY FROM A GENERAL
LINEAR GOAL-DIRECTED STATE-SPACE MODEL
A general linear goal-directed state-space model depends on
the target and movement duration and can be written as
(26)
is the target state,
and are the dynamics mawhere
trix and a constant term, respectively, that in general are timevarying and also dependent on
and , and
is the zeromean white Gaussian state noise with covariance matrix
.
Note that the state-space models in both [28] and [30] can be
written in this form and assume prior knowledge of . Hence,
the exact same filter recursions in (18)–(21) can be applied to a
general model by just changing the filter prediction steps to

All the other expressions including those for calculating the duration likelihoods remain the same.
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